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Parashat Achrei Mot

 {c-b:fi}F` a ¤U¤k F` xFW h ©g §W¦i x ¤W£̀ l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i zi ¥A ¦n Wi ¦̀  Wi ¦̀
c¥rFn l ¤dŸ̀  g ©z ¤RÎl ¤̀ §e :d¤p£g ©O©l uEg ¦n hg̈ §W¦i x ¤W£̀ F` d¤p£g ©O ©A f¥r

...KẗẄ mC̈ `Ed ©d Wi ¦̀ l̈ a ¥Wg̈¥i mC̈ 'c o ©M §W ¦n i¥p §t¦l 'cl oÄ §xẅ ai ¦x §w ©d§l F`i ¦a¡d Ÿ̀l

{17:3-4] Any man of the House of Israel, who slaughters an ox, a lamb, or a goat
inside the camp, or who slaughters outside the camp,but does not bring it to the
entrance of the Tent of Meeting to offer up as a sacrifice to the Lord before the
Mishkan of the Lord, this [act] shall be counted for that man as blood; he has

shed blood...

(We will focus on two points made by Rashi on these verses.)

1. "oÄ §xẅ ai¦x§w©d§l" x©n¡̀¤P¤W ,x¥A©c§n aEzM̈©d oi¦WC̈§wªO©A
Scripture is speaking of [slaughtering] animals that have been sanctified to be

korbanot [not of slaughtering ordinary animals], as Scripture continues, “to offer
up as a sacrifice...” 

2.  :{a ¥Wg̈¥i mC̈} FW§t©p§A a¥I©g§z¦O¤W ,mc̈῭ d̈ m©C K¥tFW§M 
{It shall be counted [for that man] as blood}: As though he had shed human blood,

for which one is liable to the death penalty

According to Rashi’s understanding of the text, the sin of slaughtering a sanctified
animal outside of the Mishkan or Beit Hamikdash is tantamount to the sin of
killing a human being. 
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Why is the sin of slaughtering a sanctified animal outside of the
Mishkan or Beit Hamikdash tantamount to the sin of killing a

human being?

As we have explained before, when faced with a difficulty Rashi
comment, one of the best places to look for clarification is in
other Rashi comments that touch on related topics.

The Rashi comment that will help us here is just a few verses ahead
in the text, where the Torah explains why it is forbidden to consume
animal blood:

{17:12}For the soul of the flesh is in the blood, and I have therefore given it to you
[to be placed] upon the altar, to atone for your souls.

Rashi comments:

[For the soul of the flesh]: of every creature is dependent upon the blood, and
therefore, I have [commanded it to be] given [upon the altar] to atone for the soul

of man. [In this way,] one “soul” [namely, the blood of a sacrifice] shall come
and atone for another soul.

A person who sins deserves to have his own blood spilled and his own life taken
away.  Hashem, in His mercy, allows the person to substitute the blood and life of
an animal as a substitute for his own blood and life.  This is how a korban “works.”

According to this, an animal that has been sanctified to be a korban is “not just any
old animal.”  It is an animal that has been elevated to a level at which it can serve
as a substitute for a human soul.  If this animal is sacrificed in the proper place--the
Mishkan or the Beit Hamikdash--then this substitutive quality will be achieved in a
positive way, and the korban will effect atonement.  If, however, it is improperly
slaughtered outside these holy locations, then no atonement will be achieved--but
the animal’s substitutive status will remain unchanged, and the slaughterer will be
guilty of a sin tantamount to the murder of a human being.  This is how we can
understand Rashi’s comment that the improper slaughter of a consecrated animal is
tantamount to the murder of a human. 

Rashi’s commentary is a unified opus whose various parts reflect
upon and illuminate each other. 
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Parashat K’doshim

 {gi:hi}...LFnM̈ L£r ¥x§l Ÿ §a ©d ῭ §e

{19:18}  Love your companion1 as yourself. 

.dẍFY©A lFcB̈ l̈l§M d¤f ,`äi¦w£r i¦A©x x©n῭
Rabbi Akiva says: “This is a fundamental, all-inclusive principle of

the Torah.”

According to Rashi (based on Rabbi Akiva) all the mitzvot of the Torah can be
derived from the principle of loving one’s fellow as oneself.   

The mitzvot of the Torah are divided into two general categories:

a. Mitzvot bein adam l’chavero: commandments concerning the
relationships between one person and another.
b. Mitzvot bein adam lamakom: commandments concerning the
relationship between a person and G-d. 

 
It is easy to understand how “Love your companion as yourself” is the basis of all
the  mitzvot bein adam l’chavero; however, how can it be the basis of all the
mitzvot bein adam lamakom?  Are donning t’filin and refraining from eating pork
somehow a way of being kind to other Jews?  Is a person who eats hametz on
Pesach somehow lacking in his or her concern for others?

1. In the context of this d’var Torah, “companion” or “friend” is a better translation than the
traditional “neighbor.”
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A. Examine the Midrashic and Talmudic sources of Rashi’s
comments.
B. Use the Tanach, with Rashi’s commentaries when
possible, as a dictionary.  

Maskil L’David identifies a passage in the Talmud, Shabbat 31a,
as the source of Rashi’s comment that “Love your companion as
yourself” is “a fundamental, all-inclusive principle of the Torah.”

The Talmud there tells the famous story of the gentile who asked Hillel to teach
him the entire Torah while standing on one foot.  Hillel replied:

“‘That which is hateful to you, do not do it to your friend.’  That is the entire
Torah.  The rest is commentary; go learn it.”

Where does the Torah say, “That which is hateful to you, do not do to your
friend”?  Rashi says that it is a verse in Mishlei {27:10}:

Your companion [L£r ¥x] and your father’s companion , do not abandon... 

Rashi explains that “your companion [L£r ¥x]” refers to G-d; the verse is saying: Do
not transgress G-d’s words, because it is hateful to you when your companions
transgress your words.  

According to Hillel, the entire Torah is encapsulated in the imperative to refrain
from transgressing the words of our “companion,” meaning G-d.  

Similarly, Rabbi Akiva encapsulates the entire Torah in the imperative to “Love
your companion as yourself,” with the word companion referring to G-d.  Now
that Rabbi Akiva has identified the companion as G-d, this imperative is truly
“fundamental and all-inclusive.”  It includes all of the Torah’s
commandments, both those that are bein adam lamakom and those that  are
bein adam l’chavero; they are all commanded by Hashem, and a violation of
any of them would constitute a lack of love for our divine companion.  

We sometimes take the commandments that are bein adam l’chavero for granted.
They are, we imagine, merely a matter of being “nice,” but not an essential part of
our service to Hashem.  According to our explication of Rashi, however, the
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mitzvot bein adam l’chavero are no less a part of our service to Hashem than the
mitzvot bein adam lamakom--they are both ways of expressing our love to Hashem,
our companion.

By using the Tanach and Rashi’s comments as a dictionary, we
can learn a new meaning of the word L£r ¥x - your companion,

and gain a new understanding of a “fundamental, all-inclusive principle of the
Torah.”
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